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J U D G M E N T 
1.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  This is an application under section 288 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 ("the Act") to quash a decision of an inspector appointed by the first defendant allowing an appeal by the second defendant against the claimant's failure to give notice, within the prescribed period, of its decision on an application for planning permission by the second defendant for the demolition of three dwellings and the erection of 18 two-bedroom and three-bedroom terraced and semi-detached dwellings and the provision of parking for 36 cars on land at Little Splinters, Downsview and Downsland, London Road, Coldwaltham, West Sussex ("the site").
2.	The appeal was dealt with by way of an informal hearing, which took place on 11th November 2003.  The inspector's decision letter is dated 8th December 2003.  He granted planning permission subject to a number of conditions.  They included a condition that not more than 27 off-carriageway car parking spaces should be provided.  In paragraph 3 of the decision letter, the inspector identified six main issues.  The second and fifth issues were whether or not the appeal proposal would "with due regard to transportation considerations, result in unsustainable development" and "prove acceptable in the light of land available for residential development in the District."  The inspector resolved all six issues in the second defendant's favour.
3.	In its statement of case the claimant had identified four main issues, the fourth of which was "sustainability considerations".  Under the heading "Sustainability" the claimant said:
"Although Coldwaltham is a defined built-up area, the Council's Settlement Sustainability Analysis published in June 2000 identifies the settlement as falling towards the bottom of the 'settlement hierarchy'.  The Analysis recognises that the village has a limited range of local facilities and services with infrequent bus services and no railway station.  In terms of transport sustainability, the County Council as the Highway Authority support this conclusion."
4.	Paragraph 31 of PPG3, which sets out the sequential approach to the release of land for housing, is then referred to, and the claimant's statement continues:
"Although the site lies within a built-up area, in terms of location, it is remote from the nearest large settlement.  The Council's Settlement Sustainability Analysis confirms that there are almost no opportunities to work in the village, and there are no shops or leisure facilities in the village.  There are also only limited health facilities with two branch doctors surgeries operating for 3 hours per week between them.  In relation to transport, Coldwaltham is served by 3 bus services which provide a very limited service on particular days of the week only.  For these reasons, the Council considers the appeal site to be relatively unsustainable.  In accordance with PPG3, the Council's relatively comfortable housing land supply position means that a more cautious approach should be taken towards the development of previously developed sites such as this within built-up areas.  Consequently, the Council considers that development of this site should be resisted on sustainability grounds as there are other more sustainable sites which should be developed first."
5.	The documentation before the inspector included the response to consultation from the highway authority, the West Sussex County Council.  That also gave details of the bus services and said this:
"The applicant has indicated 36 car parking spaces suggesting a ratio of two spaces per dwelling, which exceeds the higher threshold, suggested in recent Government guidance of 1.5.  When developments come forward with the high number of parking spaces over and above the suggested guidelines this is usually to mitigate against the potential high use of cars and car ownership in lieu of alternative choices to travel, such as the bus or train.  Therefore whilst I note the comments contained within the Design Statement which suggest that in fact the site is well served by public transport, I would in fact disagree with this statement and hence why I believe the applicant is proposing a high number of car parking spaces."
6.	Having dealt with various detailed matters such as layout and access, the County Council's response continued:
"... I am very concerned at the site's unsustainable location.
PPG 13 states that 'in remote locations well away from large urban areas, local authorities should focus most development comprising jobs, shopping, leisure and services in or near to local service centres to help ensure it is served by public transport and provides some potential for access by walking and cycling'. ..."
7.	The County Council also referred to paragraph 31 of PPG3 and observed that:
"As you will appreciate this site is remote from the nearest large settlement and local services such as shops, including supermarkets used to purchase weekly shopping.  The site does not benefit from an adequate service of public transport; therefore it is unlikely that the site would encourage occupants/residents to travel to and from the site in anything other than the private motor car.  The site therefore does not conform to the requirements of the latest PPG 13 and other relevant Government Policy ...
In summary therefore this development site is located in a rural village location served by only a selected degree of services and facilities and does not meet the current planning policy guidelines on transport sustainability as it offers very little model [modal] choice other than by private car and therefore the Highway Authority would raise a highway objection to the proposal for the reasons stated above ..."
8.	The second defendant did not agree with these assessments of the site's suitability in sustainability terms.  In its statement for the hearing, having noted that PPG3 seeks to encourage more sustainable patterns of development, the second defendant said:
"The Guidance Note does recognise that not all future residential development can take place within urban areas.  In respect of significant residential development, villages would only be suitable locations where it can be demonstrated that additional housing will support local services such as schools or shops, which would become unviable without some modest growth.  Further justification for village housing may arise where it is needed to meet local needs such as affordable housing, which will help to secure a mixed and balanced community.  Whilst villages may not be ideal in sustainability terms for accommodating additional housing, the Government nonetheless remains concerned that there should be adequate housing in rural areas to meet the needs of local people."
9.	The second defendant's statement referred to the claimant's annual housing development monitoring report and said this:
"The report notes, however, that because of the relatively comfortable housing land supply situation in the short term there is no overriding need to grant planning permission for further windfall sites purely to meet the specified housing requirement.  A more cautious approach towards the redevelopment within the built up area is therefore expounded but this cautious approach is not seen as meaning a blanket resistance to such proposals.  The report is clear that such an interpretation would be unrealistic and could not be sustained.  The report suggests that in the short term windfall housing land within the built up area will be judged on the following basis:
a.  Greater emphasis and priority will be given to schemes in the more sustainable locations.  The hierarchy of sustainable locations starts with Horsham followed by the larger villages, including Broadbridge Heath, Billingshurst, Southwater, Henfield, Pulborough, Steyning and Storrington.  Other settlements, which do not have a sufficiently broad range of services to support significant development are classified as villages in terms of the application of the advice within PPG3 (paragraph 70), within such villages development should perhaps be limited to that which can meet local needs."
10.	Pausing there, it is convenient at this stage to set out the terms of paragraphs 69 and 70 of PPG3, paragraph 1 of which states that one of the government's objectives is to promote more sustainable patterns of development.  Under the heading "Creating Sustainable Environments", paragraphs 69 and 70 are as follows:
"Rural housing — Village Expansion and Infill 
69.  In terms of overall housing provision, only a limited amount of housing can be expected to be accommodated in expanded villages.  Whilst occasionally a village could be the basis of a new settlement where, for example, the development accords with the policy of developing around major nodes in transport corridors, most proposals for additional housing will involve infill development or peripheral expansion.
70.  Villages will only be suitable locations for accommodating significant additional housing where:
•   it can be demonstrated that additional housing will support local services, such as schools or shops, which could become unviable without some modest growth.  This may particularly be the case where the village has been identified as a local service centre in the development plan;
•   additional houses are needed to meet local needs, such as affordable housing..."
11.	Returning to the second defendant's statement for the hearing, it said this in paragraph 6.2:
"These submissions also contend that, in terms of sustainability, the village of Coldwaltham is not so remote as to justify refusal of planning permission for further residential development.  The settlement lies only some 3km from the major community of Pulborough where a wide range of services and shops already exists.  This settlement also significantly benefits from a main line railway station.  Coldwaltham itself scores reasonably well when judged against general sustainability criteria.  It has a primary school, public house, church and village hall.  For a settlement of its size, this is a good range of services.  Further, for a village of its size, its access to public bus services is quite good.  This relatively good access to bus services is undoubtedly due to the fact that the village straddles the A29."
The bus services are then discussed, and paragraph 6.2 continues:
"Whilst these submissions acknowledge that Coldwaltham is not as sustainable a location as certain other settlements within the District, it is nonetheless not so remote as to justify preventing any further residential development.  ...  In the final analysis, it is the views of these submissions that smaller villages like Coldwaltham should not be allowed to fossilise and stagnate.  Modest infill schemes within the built up area offer the opportunity of providing an increase in the variety of local housing stock, particularly through the provision of smaller units, which would potentially meet local housing need.  If these villages are allowed to accept modest growth then the services they currently support are more likely to be protected/retained and even possibly increased."
12.	The inspector dealt with the second issue, sustainability, in paragraphs 14 and 15 of the decision letter:
"14.  Coldwaltham is a relatively remote rural settlement lying some 14km north of the city of Chichester, and even further from Horsham to its north.  I am apprised that buses serving Coldwaltham are few, and do not run at times suited to commuting.  There is no local railway station, the nearest being at Pulborough about 3km distant.  There is no industry in Coldwaltham or employment of note.  The proposed development is seen by the highway authority as unsustainable in transportation terms, particularly as the proposal allows for 2 car parking spaces per dwelling as opposed to the 1.5 car parking spaces advocated in PPG3.  Despite this opinion, in the Council's 'Settlement Sustainability Analysis' Coldwaltham is not in the lowest category. [In the lowest category are settlements which are not described as villages.] 
15.  As the Appellants point out, sustainability does not only concern the matter of transportation.  It also embraces matters such as maintaining or increasing population in order to support local services and facilities, including the local school.  The proposed development would most likely certainly achieve these objectives.  Notwithstanding this, I share the concerns of the highway authority.  However, I consider that the unsatisfactory nature of the proposal in this respect could be addressed by a reduction in car parking provision.  It seems to me that an allowance of 1.5 car parking spaces per dwelling, in line with the guidance in PPG3, would largely dispel the highway authority's criticism and bring the proposal within the bounds of acceptability.  This could be accomplished by the imposition of a planning condition on the grant of planning permission.  Accordingly, subject to this course of action, I do not consider that there is reason to find against the proposal in relation to the issue of sustainability."
13.	This conclusion fed through into the inspector's consideration of the fifth issue: the managed release of sites in accordance with the sequential approach in PPG3.  Because of the availability of sites identified in the settlement sustainability analysis, a cautious approach was advocated so far as the release of windfall sites was concerned.  The inspector observed:
"Despite a cautious approach, but subject to a proposal meeting certain criteria, the Council accepts that such development may be acceptable.
The first criterion relates to a sustainable location.  This is examined above, and I have found that this does not militate against the appeal proposal."
Submissions 
14.	 On behalf of the claimant Mr Cosgrove submitted, firstly, that the inspector had failed to correctly apply the advice in paragraph 70 of PPG3 when considering the issue of sustainability that:
"Villages will only be suitable locations for accommodating significant where:
•   it can be demonstrated that additional housing will support local services, such as schools or shops, which could become unviable without some modest growth."
The inspector did not consider whether the second defendant had demonstrated that the proposed additional housing on the site would support local services in Coldwaltham, or whether such services could become unviable without modest growth.  So far as the school was concerned, the evidence was that it had a high reputation and a full roll of children coming from a wide catchment (see paragraph 26 of the decision letter).
15.	Secondly, setting paragraph 70 aside, the inspector's reasoning was inadequate because although he had concluded "the proposed development would most likely certainly achieve these objectives", he had failed to identify the local services and facilities that he had in mind, none is mentioned in the decision letter save the school.  In relation to the school, the inspector had failed to explain why, given its high reputation, full roll and extensive catchment, it required any support.  In summary, he submitted that no intelligible reasons were given for the inspector's conclusion that the objectives of supporting local services and facilities would most likely and/or certainly be achieved.
16.	Thirdly, the inspector's conclusion in response to the concerns of the highway authority was simply perverse.  The highway authority had objected on the basis that the site was an unsustainable location because it was remote from services and did not have the benefit of adequate public transport.  Hence the occupants would use their cars.  That was why the second defendant was proposing a high number of car parking spaces on the site.  That concern was not addressed by simply reducing the number of car parking spaces from two to 1.5 per dwelling.  The site would continue to be in an unsustainable location, but with an inadequate supply of off-carriageway car parking for those who would have "very little modal choice other than ... private car."
17.	The first defendant was not represented before me.  In a draft consent order it was explained that the first defendant was prepared to submit to judgment:
"... for the reasons set out in paragraph 21(1) of the Details of Claim.  It is accepted that the First Defendant was in error in paragraph 15 of his decision letter in that he failed to identify his reasoning for the conclusion that the development would most likely certainly achieve the objectives of supporting local services and facilities."
18.	On behalf of the second defendant, Mr Alesbury submitted that the inspector had to deal with the parties' cases as they had been presented to him at the hearing and paragraph 70 in PPG3 was simply not in issue at the hearing.  It had not been relied upon by the claimant and although its terms had been accurately summarised in the second defendant's statement, the point being argued on behalf of the second defendant in paragraph 6.2 of its statement was a more general one.  While Coldwaltham was not as sustainable a location as some, it was nevertheless not so remote as to justify a refusal of planning permission.  For a settlement of this size it had a good range services: a primary school, a public house, a church and a village hall, and access to public bus services was quite good.  The inspector did not embark upon an analysis of paragraph 70 of PPG3 because he was not asked to do so by the parties.  In paragraph 15 of the decision letter the inspector was simply responding to, and in essence agreeing with, the points that had been made in paragraph 6.2 of the second defendant's statement.  In addition to the written material, there had been a discussion at the hearing of the position in relation to the village school.  Mr Gray, a chartered town planner who appeared for the second defendant at the hearing, had made the point that although the school roll was full, only a very small proportion of the intake came from Coldwaltham itself, other pupils were brought in from surrounding towns and villages.  He had commented that this was not a very "sustainable" state of affairs.  Mr Alesbury also questioned whether the appeal proposal would be "significant additional housing" in the context of paragraph 70 and whether there was any obligation to "demonstrate" in any particular way that local services would become unviable if planning permission was not granted for the proposal development.  His principal point, however, was that paragraph 70 of PPG3 played no part in the hearing before the inspector and a case was being "manufactured" for the purposes of a section 288 challenge that had simply not been argued at an earlier stage.
19.	So far as the latter part of paragraph 15 of the decision letter was concerned, the inspector was simply dealing with a discrete issue -- the appropriate car parking standard -- that had been raised by the County Council in its consultation response.  There was no separate objection by the County Council.  It did not appear at the hearing.  Its case was part of the claimant's case on sustainability, and the inspector had resolved the issue of sustainability in the second defendant's favour in the first of paragraph 15, on the basis that the objective of supporting local services in Coldwaltham outweighed any objections on the grounds of remoteness, lack of services and inadequate public transport.
Conclusions 
20.	I accept Mr Alesbury's submission that the court should beware of the tendency in challenges under section 288 to focus on what was a relatively minor aspect of an appeal before an inspector, to magnify its importance out of all proportion, and then to complain that the reasoning in the decision letter is inadequate so far as that particular issue is concerned.
21.	That said, I am satisfied that the inspector's reasoning in relation to the sustainability issue in paragraph 15 of this decision letter is inadequate for the following reasons.  There can be no dispute that sustainability was a main and not a peripheral issue.  It was identified as a main issue by the inspector.  Moreover, the inspector's conclusion on sustainability influenced his consideration of another main issue: whether the proposed development on this site complied with the managed release of sites in the district in accordance with PPG3.
22.	I further accept that the County Council's case was part and parcel of the claimant's case.  The claimant, supported by the County Council, had argued that Coldwaltham was not a sustainable location because it was remote, had limited facilities and services and was inadequately served by public transport.  Although these points were disputed by the second defendant, which contended that the village was not so remote, had a "good range" of services and "quite good" access to bus services for its size, it would appear from paragraph 14 of the decision letter that the inspector broadly accepted the case being advanced by the claimant that the village was relatively remote and that bus services were few and not convenient for commuting.  Apart from referring to the lack of employment facilities in the village, the inspector did not refer to the availability of any services.  There is certainly nothing to suggest that he considered that there was "a good range of services" in the village.
23.	In short, paragraph 14 appear to be describing a village which would not be regarded as a sustainable location for development.  The sole reason for deciding against the claimant on the issue of sustainability is to be found in the inspector's conclusion in paragraph 15:
"... sustainability does not only concern the matter of transportation.  It also embraces matters such as maintaining or increasing population in order to support local services and facilities, including the local school.  The proposed development would most likely certainly achieve these objectives."
24.	In these circumstances, and setting paragraph 70 of PPG3 aside for a moment, it was incumbent on the inspector to explain why he considered that these objectives would "most likely certainly" be achieved.  Which local services and facilities did he have in mind?  I would accept that there may be certain cases where there was no dispute as to the extent of local services and facilities.  This was not the case in this appeal.  There was an issue whether the local services and facilities were fairly described as "limited" services or as a "good range" of services.  That issue was not resolved by the inspector.  Indeed, no local services or facilities apart from the local school are identified in paragraphs 14 and 15 of the decision letter.  The school is specifically mentioned.  It had been argued that it did not need support given its high reputation, its wide catchment and the fact that the roll was full; the second defendant had argued that the lack of pupils from the village itself nevertheless rendered the school unsustainable.  That issue was not expressly resolved by the inspector.  He may have accepted Mr Gray's argument on this particular point.  There is no means of knowing.  He certainly did not refer to it as being the basis for his conclusion that granting planning permission would achieve the objective of supporting the local school.  In my judgment the Secretary of State was right to concede that the inspector failed to explain why he reached his critically important conclusion in relation to sustainability in the third sentence of paragraph 15 of the decision letter.
25.	Although it is true that paragraph 70 of PPG3 was not raised by the claimant, I accept Mr Cosgrove's submission that it should have been considered by the inspector if he proposed to accept the second defendant's submission that:
"... sustainability does not only concern the matter of transportation.  It also embraces matters such as maintaining or increasing population in order to support local services and facilities, including the local school."
The policy underpinning the approach advocated by the second defendant was contained in paragraph 70 of PPG3.  Although paragraph 70 was merely referred to in parenthesis in the second defendant's statement, it was nevertheless accurately paraphrased (see above) and it formed the basis of the claimant's sustainability analysis on which the claimant relied for the proposition that there was no need to grant planning permission for the proposed development on this site because more sustainable sites in terms of PPG3 were available.  Paragraph 70 thus became potentially relevant precisely because of the basis on which the inspector decided to reject the claimant's and the County Council's case on sustainability.  He accepted the argument that was being advanced by the second defendant.  Having done so, it was incumbent upon him to deal properly with the paragraph 70 issue.  It is unnecessary to consider whether the appeal proposal would amount to "significant additional housing" for the purposes of paragraph 70.  There is clearly an issue as to whether significant additional housing means significant in terms of the overall housing provision, or significant in terms of the amount of housing in the particular village in question.  Equally, it is unnecessary to consider the implications of the requirement to demonstrate that additional housing will support local services and/or whether it is necessary to produce specific evidence that particular services could become unviable without modest growth.  It is unnecessary to do so because those would have been matters for the inspector to consider had he properly approached the policy on which the second defendant's sustainability argument was based.  The inspector was undoubtedly correct in accepting the argument that sustainability is not simply concerned with transportation.  It is also concerned with local services and facilities.  That is precisely why the claimant's case on sustainability interlocked with that of the County Council.
26.	Once the inspector had decided that it was appropriate to embark on a consideration of whether support was required for local services and facilities, the policy advice in paragraph 70 -- to which there were references in the documentary material before him -- became relevant.  It should be noted that those references were not confined to the second defendant's and the claimant's evidence.  The quotation from PPG13 in the highway authority's consultation response comes from paragraph 41.  That in turn cross-refers to paragraph 15 of PPG13.  Paragraph 15 is contained in Part 2 of PPG13, which summarises other relevant planning policies including those in PPG3 on housing.  It "draws out some of the implications (of those other policies) for transport".  Paragraph 15 of PPG13 is in the following terms:
"Local planning authorities should make sufficient land available either within or adjoining existing villages to meet the needs of local people but villages will 'only be suitable locations for accommodating significant additional housing' where it can be demonstrated that additional housing will support local services, such as schools or shops, which could become unviable without some modest growth (this may particularly be the case where the village has been identified as a local service centre in the development plan), additional housing is needed to meet local needs and the development can be designed sympathetically and laid out in keeping with the character of the village."
A footnote indicates that this is a summary of the advice which is contained in paragraphs 69 and 70 of PPG3.
27.	This leads on to the third reason why I have concluded that the manner in which the inspector dealt with the sustainability issue was flawed.  The County Council was not simply saying that the number of car parking spaces per dwelling was too high.  It was saying that the number of car parking spaces was high because the development was being proposed in an unsustainable location.  The location was unsustainable because it was inadequately served by public transport, and because it was inadequately served by public transport the occupants would have to use their cars, hence "the applicant is proposing a high number of car parking spaces."
28.	I do not accept Mr Alesbury's submission that the inspector dealt compendiously with all the issues raised under the head of sustainability in the first part of paragraph 15 of his decision letter.  At the most the inspector addressed the issue of local services, although what services he had in mind apart from the school is not clear.  He failed to address the implications of the lack of public transport at a relatively remote location.  There is nothing to suggest that the inspector accepted the second defendant's contention that "access to public bus services is quite good."  Indeed, there is nothing to indicate that the inspector dissented in any way from the County Council's analysis of the transportation position.  Rather, the contrary: in addition to the description of Coldwaltham in paragraph 14, which does not significantly differ from the way in which the County Council had put the matter, the inspector said in paragraph 15 that he shared the concerns of the highway authority.  Those concerns, if valid, could not on any rational basis be met by simply reducing the number of car parking spaces from two per dwelling to 1.5 per dwelling.  One would then be left with a residential development in an unsustainable location, with inadequate off-street parking for the cars the occupiers would have to use, since they would have "very little modal choice other than by private car".
29.	I would accept that decision letters have to be read as a whole and in a common sense manner.  An unduly nitpicking approach to an inspector's reasoning is not appropriate.  Standing back, I am left in no doubt that the inspector's reasoning in paragraph 15 is inadequate.  He simply failed to grapple with the council and the County Council's sustainability arguments and as a consequence his conclusion on the issue of sustainability was flawed.  That flawed conclusion was not confined to the second issue, since it fed through into the fifth issue.
30.	For these reasons, this decision must be quashed.
31.	MR COSGROVE:  My Lord, I am grateful.  I have an application for costs to make.
32.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Yes.
33.	MR COSGROVE:  My Lord, you should I hope have a schedule of costs that has been filed with the court.
34.	THE JUDGE:  I think I have the schedule.  Is it from you?
35.	MR COSGROVE:  I think it is from both of us.  Certainly you should have one from me, dated the 23rd.
36.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  No, I do not think I do actually.
37.	MR COSGROVE:  Can I have a copy passed up to you in that case?  (Handed)  Certainly I can tell you my learned friend has had an opportunity to look at it.
38.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Thank you very much.
39.	MR COSGROVE:  My Lord, before you look at that, can I just indicate how I propose to make the application.  It is in two parts.  I am going to invite you to summarily assess costs and I am going to invite you to order that the first defendant pay our costs incurred up to 16th March 2004, which is the date when we received their consent order from the First Secretary of State, and that amounts to the sum of £3,094.13.
40.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Let me just take the figure down again.  £3,000? 
41.	MR COSGROVE:  £3,094.13.
42.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  That is up to? 
43.	MR COSGROVE:  Up to 16th March 2004, which is the date when we received their consent order.
44.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Yes.
45.	MR COSGROVE:  My Lord, then I am going to invite you to order that the second defendant pay our costs incurred from that date involved in this application which amount to £3,944.25.
46.	My Lord, I can go through the schedule and explain.  The addition of those two sums do not exactly amount to the grand total you have on the schedule.  The reason for that is because there has been two hours' extra time today, rather than the four hours anticipated in the schedule, and also we had not put on it the issue fee, as I understand it, of £180.  So those two omissions are the reason why it does not exactly -- 
47.	THE JUDGE:  The issue fee, that is presumably down to the Secretary of State, is it.  That is in his lot I imagine. 
48.	MR COSGROVE:  Indeed, that comes under the Secretary of State.
49.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  The extra two hours you say should be down to Mr Alesbury, or rather his clients anyway.
50.	MR COSGROVE:  That is my application.
51.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Thank you very much.
52.	What do you want to say about that Mr Alesbury? 
53.	MR ALESBURY:  My Lord, I do not think I say anything about it in so far as it relates to me.
54.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Neither the principal nor the detail? 
55.	MR ALESBURY:  Neither the principal nor the detail.  Indeed, I discussed it with my learned friend who explained it all to me during the adjournment.  So in the circumstances I accept, as it were, in advance an order made in that way.
56.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Yes, thank you very much.  I think in those circumstances I am not going to ask you to go through all the arithmetic, Mr Cosgrove, you will be very glad to hear.
57.	Then the application is allowed.  The inspector's decision is quashed.  The costs are to be summarily assessed.  The first defendant is to pay the claimant's costs in the sum of £3,094.13 and the second defendant is to pay the claimant's costs in the sum of £3,944.25.  I make it plain that each of the defendants is simply liable for that portion of the costs.  There is no question of joint and several liability.  It is simply several.
58.	Yes, anything else? 
59.	MR ALESBURY:  My Lord, yes.  My clients will no doubt need to make up their mind whether more appearing in front of inspectors or more litigation is to their taste.  Just in case on discussion their take the view that the latter is to be preferred, I do ask your Lordship for permission to appeal.
60.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  Thank you very much.
61.	Mr Cosgrove, I do not need to trouble you about that, thank you.
62.	Given the lateness of the hour, I hope you will not think it discourteous if I say that for the reasons set out in the judgment, I put my best foot forward and I do not think you have a good prospect of success.  If you feel you have, then you will have to go to the Court of Appeal.
63.	MR ALESBURY:  That is what I was expecting, but I have asked.
64.	MR JUSTICE SULLIVAN:  You have asked, indeed.  Thank you.
______________________________ 

